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Step 7: Cut (1) 8-1/2” by 42” strip across the width of Fabric
#14. Position the strip facing right-sides-up on your table.

Bag #5: PB Units O & P:
Bag #6: PB Units Q & R:
Cutting Instructions
Fabric #14: Is used to cut
the fabric pieces for the PB
Units O, P, Q, & R Template
Layout Sheet which are found
in Bag #5 & 6.
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Temp. D

Fabric Swatch Box
Background Sections

Step 8: Cross cut the strip into (2) 9” by 8-1/2” rectangles and
(2) 10” by 8-1/2” rectangles.

Fabric #14
Temp. D

Step 1: Cut (1) 30” by 42” strip across the width of the fabric.
Sub cut the strip into (4) 10-1/2” by 30” rectangles.

Temp. C
9” by 8-1/2”

Step 2: Stack the pieces right-side-up. Place (2) in each stack.
Center the PB Unit-O, & Unit-P, Background Template Layout
Sheet on one stack of fabric and PB Unit-Q, & Unit-R, Background
Template Layout Sheet onto the other.

Step 9: Place the 9” by
8-1/2”
rectangles
with
Template C. Place the 10”
by 8-1/2” rectangles with
Template D. Cut (4) pieces for
each template.

Step 3: Cut the fabric diagonal along the upper edge of the
layout sheet. This will yield (4) pieces.
10-1/2”

10” by 8-1/2”

Temp. C

Step 10: Clip the templates
Temp. D
and fabric pieces together.
The pieces for Template C are
placed in Bag #5. The pieces for Template D are placed in Bag #6.
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Cutting Option (1) Fabric #15:
Uses one fabric for each of the
(5) sections on both Units.
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Fabric #15: Accent Spikes:
Units O & P, & Units Q & R.
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Fabric Swatch Box
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Fabric #15

Cutting Option (2) Fabric #15, Colors A-E: Uses (5) different fabrics,
a different one for each section on both units.
Units O, P, Q, & R Spikes: Pre-arrange the colors in the order
you want them sewn. Once you are happy with your color layout,
label each fabric with the reference # written on the foundation
papers under each Sec. # Cutting options have been provided for
both cutting options.

Step 4

Step 5: Slice through the
paper and fabric in numerical
order to complete the cutting
for each layout sheet.

Step 4: Re-stack the pieces,
placing (4) pieces under each
layout sheet. The pieces do not
have to be the same size. They
only need to be bigger than the
layout sheet.

Rectangle Cutting Option: Cut (10) 2” by 42” strips. Cross
cut each strip into (4) 2” by 10” rectangles. You will need (40)
rectangles if you choose to only cut the rectangles. If you are using
five colors, (8) rectangles are cut from each color. After the pieces
are cut clip the pieces together in groups of four. Place (4) of each
color family into Bag #5 and the other (4) pieces into Bag #6.

Unit O & P
Unit Q & R

Step 5
Step 6: Clip the templates
and fabric pieces together,
separating the template pieces
for each Unit O & P, and Q & R.
Place the pieces for each unit into it’s own quart size bag. Label the
bags and place Units O &, P, into Bag #5 and Units Q &, R into Bag #6.
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Template Cutting Option: Cut (5) 2” by 42” strips. Cross cut
each strip into (4) 2” by 10” rectangles. If you are using only one
fabric you would need to cut (20) rectangles. If you are using five
colors you will need to cut (4) rectangles from each color. The 2”
by 10” strips are stacked, then cut diagonally. Place (4) of each
color family into Bag #5 and the other (4) pieces into Bag #6.

